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Abstract
Linear conjunctive grammars are conjunctive grammars in which the body of each conjunct
contains no more than a single nonterminal symbol. They can at the same time be thought of as
a special case of conjunctive grammars and as a generalization of linear context-free grammars
that provides an explicit intersection operation.
Although the set of languages generated by these grammars is known to include many impor-
tant noncontext-free languages, linear conjunctive languages are still all square-time, and several
practical algorithms have been devised to handle them, which makes this class of grammars
quite suitable for use in applications.
In this paper we investigate the closure properties of the language family generated by linear
conjunctive grammars; the main result is its closure under complement, which implies that it is
closed under all set-theoretic operations. We also consider several cases in which the concate-
nation of two linear conjunctive languages is certain to be linear conjunctive. In addition, it is
demonstrated that linear conjunctive languages are closed under quotient with 6nite languages,
not closed under quotient with regular languages, and not closed under -free homomorphism.
c© 2002 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Conjunctive grammars, introduced in [8], are context-free grammars augmented
with an explicit set-theoretic intersection operation. Every rule in a conjunctive grammar
is of the form
A→ 1& · · ·&n; (1)
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where n¿1 and i are strings consisting of terminal and nonterminal symbols. Each
rule of the form (1) indicates that any string that can be generated from each i can
therefore be generated by A.
The generative capacity of conjunctive grammars covers some important non context-
free language constructs, such as {anbncn | n¿0}; {ambncmdn |m; n¿0} and {wcw |w∈
{a; b}∗}, where the latter is known to be not in the intersection closure of context-
free languages [15]. The language of all computations of any given Turing machine
is also known to be conjunctive, which has certain implications on undecidability and
descriptional complexity [8].
Linear conjunctive grammars are a special case of conjunctive grammars, in which
every string i in every rule of the form (1) contains no more than a single nonterminal
symbol, or, to be precise, in which every rule is either of the form A→w, where w is
a terminal string, or of the form (1), where each of the strings i contains exactly one
nonterminal and an arbitrary number of terminals. From another point of view, linear
conjunctive grammars can be naturally considered as an extension of linear context-
free grammars equipped with an explicit intersection operation. Since linear context-free
languages are not closed under intersection, this yields a certain increase in generative
power. In fact, linear conjunctive grammars are capable of denoting all the abstract non
context-free languages mentioned above, and thus share many properties of general
conjunctive grammars; it is actually still not known whether the language families
generated by conjunctive grammars and linear conjunctive grammars are distinct.
Linear context-free languages have been studied since the early days or formal lan-
guage theory [3–5,12]; their fundamental properties have been discovered already in
the 1960s. The membership problem for linear context-free grammars was shown to
be NLOGSPACE-complete [13] in 1975. The rest of theoretical research in the area
was mostly concerned with various special cases of linear context-free grammars: even
linear grammars that are equivalent to a certain class of two-sided 6nite automata [1];
minimal linear grammars containing a single nonterminal; several subclasses that are
“easier” from the point of view of computation complexity, but still retain some of the
generative power of the original class [6,7]; and strictly linear languages de6ned as
the largest subclass of linear context-free languages closed under complement [11].
The subject of this paper is, on the contrary, a particular generalization of linear
context-free grammars. Despite the signi6cant increase in descriptive power and closely
related undecidability results, linear conjunctive grammars preserve the most attractive
property of linear context-free grammars—the existence of eJcient recognition and
parsing algorithms. Every linear conjunctive grammar can be eKectively transformed
to a certain normal form, for which there exists a time O(n2) and space O(n) parsing
algorithm [8]; there is also a square-time algorithm for arbitrary linear conjunctive
grammars that does not require any initial grammar transformation [9].
The general membership problem for linear conjunctive grammars is known to be
decidable in polynomial time [9], because the more general membership problem for ar-
bitrary conjunctive grammars has a polynomial solution. Both the membership problem
for linear conjunctive grammars and the membership problem for arbitrary conjunctive
grammars are known to be P-complete, which was proved in [9] by a direct reduction
from the monotone circuit value problem.
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In this paper we establish several results on the closure properties of the set of
languages generated by linear conjunctive grammars. In Section 2 we give a de6nition
of conjunctive grammars and linear conjunctive grammars and discuss some of their
properties, proving several simple results that were overlooked in the original paper [8].
In Section 3 we establish the main result of this paper, the closure under complement,
which implies closure under all set-theoretic operations. The proof is constructive and
therefore is of considerable practical interest, because it shows the simplicity of writing
a grammar for an arbitrary Boolean expression over several given languages. This is
worth being compared to linear context-free languages, which although closed under
union, are known not to be closed under intersection and complement. It is also worth
mentioning that the quest for the closure under complement, which provided motivation
for restricting the set of languages generated by linear context-free grammars in [11],
has hereby been in some sense ful6lled by extending the formalism of these grammars.
Several other results, such as closure under a number of special cases of concate-
nation (e.g., closure under concatenation with regular languages, concatenation over
disjoint alphabets, concatenation through a center marker), closure under quotient with
6nite languages and nonclosure under quotient with regular languages, are given in
Sections 4 and 5.
2. Conjunctive grammars and their properties
2.1. Conjunctive grammars of general form
Denition 1. A conjunctive grammar is a quadruple G=(; N; P; S), where  and N
are disjoint 6nite nonempty sets of terminal and nonterminal symbols; P is a 6nite set
of grammar rules of the form
A→ 1& · · ·&n (A ∈ N; n¿ 1; i ∈ ( ∪ N )∗ for all i); (2)
where the strings i are distinct, and their order is considered insigni6cant; S ∈N is a
nonterminal designated as the start symbol.
Three additional special symbols will be used: ‘(’, ‘&’ and ‘)’; it is assumed that
none of them is in ∪N .
For each rule of the form (2) and for each i (16i6n), A→ i is called a conjunct.
Let conjuncts(P) denote the set of all conjuncts.
A conjunctive grammar generates strings by deriving them from the start
symbol, generally in the same way as the context-free grammars do. Intermediate strings
used in course of a derivation are actually formulae under concatenation and
conjunction:
Denition 2. Let G=(; N; P; S) be a conjunctive grammar. The set of conjunctive
formulae F is de6ned inductively:
• The empty string  is a conjunctive formula.
• Any symbol from ∪N is a formula.
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• If A and B are nonempty formulae, then AB is a formula.
• If A1; : : : ;An (n¿1) are formulae, then (A1& · · ·&An) is a formula.
Denition 3. Let G=(; N; P; S) be a conjunctive grammar. De6ne G⇒, the relation of
one-step derivability on the set of conjunctive formulae.
(1) Any nonterminal in any formula may be rewritten with the body of any rule for
that nonterminal enclosed in parentheses. Formally, for any s′; s′′ ∈ (∪N ∪{“(”,
“&”, “)”})∗ and A∈N , such that s′As′′ is a formula, and for all A→ 1& · · ·&n
∈P,
s′As′′ G⇒ s′(1& · · ·&n)s′′ (3)
(2) If a formula contains a subformula of the form of a conjunction of one or more
identical terminal strings enclosed in parentheses, then these multiple copies of the
string can be glued into one by rewriting the subformula with the same terminal
string without parentheses. Formally, for any s′; s′′ ∈ (∪N ∪{“(”, “&”, “)”})∗,
n¿1 and w∈∗, such that s′(w& · · ·&w︸ ︷︷ ︸
n
)s′′ is a formula,
s′(w& · · ·&w︸ ︷︷ ︸
n
)s′′ G⇒ s′ws′′ (4)
Let G⇒ ∗ denote the reOexive and transitive closure of G⇒.
Denition 4. Let G=(; N; P; S) be a conjunctive grammar. The language of a formula
is the set of all terminal strings derivable from the formula: LG(A)={w∈∗ |A G⇒∗w}.
The language generated by the grammar is the language generated by its start symbol:
L(G)=LG(S).
The semantics of conjunctive grammars is well characterized by the following equal-
ities [8].
Theorem 1. Let G=(; N; P; S) be a conjunctive grammar. Let A1; : : : ;An;B be for-
mulae, let A∈N , let a∈. Then,
LG() = {} (5a)
LG(a) = {a} (5b)
LG(A) =
⋃
A→1&···&m∈P
LG((1& · · ·&m)) (5c)
LG(AB) = LG(A) · LG(B) (5d)
LG((A1& · · ·&An)) =
n⋂
i=1
LG(Ai) (5e)
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Equalities (5) can be naturally viewed as a system of language equations, with the
language generated by the grammar being its solution; the paper [10] gives a formal
treatment of this interpretation of conjunctive grammars, showing that the vector of
languages generated by the nonterminals of a conjunctive grammar is the least solution
of a system of equations of this form.
2.2. Linear conjunctive grammars
Let us now restrict general conjunctive grammars to obtain the subclass we are going
study in this paper.
Denition 5. A conjunctive grammar G=(; N; P; S) is said to be linear, if each rule
in P is of the form
A→ u1B1v1& · · ·&umBmvm (ui; vi ∈ ∗; Bi ∈ N ) (6a)
A→ w (w ∈ ∗) (6b)
It has been proved in [8] that every linear conjunctive grammar can be eKectively
transformed to an equivalent grammar in the so-called linear normal form, where each
rule is of the form
A→ bB1& · · ·&bBm&C1c& · · ·&Cnc (m+ n¿ 1; Bi; Cj ∈ N ; b; c ∈ ) (7a)
A→ a (a ∈ ) (7b)
S →  only if S does not appear in right parts of rules (7c)
For every linear conjunctive language there exists a square-time and linear-space
recognition algorithm [8]; it follows that every linear conjunctive language is deter-
ministic context-sensitive.
The following example of a linear conjunctive grammar is taken from [8].
Example 1. A linear conjunctive grammar for the language L= {wcw |w∈{a; b}∗}:
S → C&K
C → aCa | aCb | bCa | bCb | c
K → aA&aK | bB&bK | cR
A→ aAa | aAb | bAa | bAb | cRa
B→ aBa | aBb | bBa | bBb | cRb
R→ aR | bR | 
The operation of this grammar is thoroughly described in [8]; the principal idea
is to take the symbols from the left part of the string one by one, and to compare
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each of them to the corresponding symbol in the right part. This recursive behaviour
is implemented by the nonterminal K , with A and B doing actual comparison. C
ensures that two parts of the string are of the same length. A formal proof that an
equivalent modi6cation of this grammar generates exactly the language {wcw} is given
in [10].
Let us construct a derivation of the string abcab to demonstrate that it is generated
by the given grammar:
S =⇒ (C&K) =⇒ ((aCb)&K) =⇒ ((a(bCa)b)&K) =⇒ ((a(b(c)a)b)&K) =⇒ ((a(bca)b)&K) =⇒
((abcab)&K) =⇒ (abcab&K) =⇒ (abcab&(aA&aK)) =⇒ (abcab&(a(bAb)&aK)) =⇒
(abcab&(a(b(cRa)b)&aK)) =⇒ (abcab&(a(b(c()a)b)&aK)) =⇒ (abcab&(a(b(ca)b)&aK)) =⇒
(abcab&(a(bcab)&aK)) =⇒ (abcab&(abcab&aK)) =⇒ (abcab&(abcab&a(bB&bK))) =⇒
(abcab&(abcab&a(b(cRb)&bK))) =⇒ (abcab&(abcab&a(b(c(aR)b)&bK))) =⇒
(abcab&(abcab&a(b(c(a())b)&bK))) =⇒ (abcab&(abcab&a(b(c(a)b)&bK))) =⇒
(abcab&(abcab&a(b(cab)&bK))) =⇒ (abcab&(abcab&a(bcab&bK))) =⇒
(abcab&(abcab&a(bcab&bK))) =⇒ (abcab&(abcab&a(bcab&b(cR)))) =⇒
(abcab&(abcab&a(bcab&b(c(aR))))) =⇒ (abcab&(abcab&a(bcab&b(c(a(bR)))))) =⇒
(abcab&(abcab&a(bcab&b(c(a(b())))))) =⇒ (abcab&(abcab&a(bcab&b(c(a(b)))))) =⇒
(abcab&(abcab&a(bcab&b(c(ab))))) =⇒ (abcab&(abcab&a(bcab&b(cab)))) =⇒
(abcab&(abcab&a(bcab&bcab))) =⇒ (abcab&(abcab&abcab)) =⇒ (abcab&abcab) =⇒ abcab
The next example shows that linear conjunctive grammars can generate some lan-
guages with superlinear growth function, which will be used later to establish one of
the nonclosure results.
Example 2. A linear conjunctive grammar for the language L= {ba2ba4b · · · ba2n−2
ba2nb | n¿0}:
S→U&V | b
U→Ua | Ub | b
V →Ab | B&D
A→ aA | a
B→Ba | Bb | Cb
C→ aCa | baa
D→ aD | bV
Consider the rule V →B&D. The nonterminal B handles each suJx aibajb(a | b)∗
of the input string, using C to ensure that j= i + 2 and ignoring the rest of the
substring. The nonterminal D skips the pre6x of the form a∗b and recursively invokes
the nonterminal V , which continues with the rest of the string in the same way. Finally,
the nonterminal U checks that the string begins with b (i.e., with a0b), thus forcing
the incremental count to start with 0.
The idea of Example 1 can be applied to write conjunctive grammars for the lan-
guages of one-step string rewriting.
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Example 3. Let  be an alphabet and let # be a symbol not in . For any given pair
of strings x; y∈{a; b}∗, the language
Lx→y = {uxv#uyv | u; v ∈ ∗} (8)
is a linear conjunctive language.
Moreover, for any 6nite string rewriting system {xi→yi}ki=1, the language
L{xi→yi} = {uxiv#uyiv | u; v ∈ ∗; 16 i 6 k} (9)
of all one-step derivations within the system is a linear conjunctive language.
The grammar for language (8) is a modi6cation of the grammar from Example 1;
let us 6rst provide a nonlinear version of the grammar:
S→C&K

C → aCa | aCb | bCa | bCb | X |y|−|x|# if |x|¡ |y|:
C → aCa | aCb | bCa | bCb | # if |x|= |y|:
C → aCa | aCb | bCa | bCb | #X |x|−|y| if |x|¿ |y|:


K→ aAX |y|−|x|&aK | bBX |y|−|x|&bK | xT&xK ′ if |x|¡ |y|:
K→ aA&aK | bB&bK | xT&xK ′ if |x|= |y|:
K→ aX |x|−|y|A&aK | bX |x|−|y|B&bK | xT&xK ′ if |x|¿ |y|:
K ′→ aA&aK ′ | bB&bK ′ | #R
P→ aPa | aPb | bPa | bPb | Ra
Q→ aQa | aQb | bQa | bQb | Rb
T→ aTa | aTb | bTa | bTb | #Ry
R→ aR | bR | 
X → a | b
In order to 6nd the corresponding symbol in the other part of the string, the diKerence of
lengths |x|−|y| must be taken into account. K does the comparison of the symbols from
u to the symbols from the right part of the string, while K ′ compares the symbols from
v; the exact location of x and y is “guessed” by the rule K→ xT&xK ′. This grammar
can be converted to an equivalent linear conjunctive grammar, if we substitute each
rule containing at least one instance of X to a set of rules corresponding to all possible
substitutions of symbols {a; b} instead the instances of X .
Language (9) can be represented as the union of linear conjunctive languages:
L{xi→yi}ki=1 =
⋃k
i=1 Lxi→yi . A grammar for this language can, for instance, be obtained
by writing diKerent grammars for individual rewriting rules, each with its start symbol
Si, and adding a new start symbol S with a rule of the form S→ Si for each Si.
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Let us now put together the string comparison method of Example 3 and the tech-
nique of Example 2 that allows to cycle through all pairs of consecutive substrings
and to check the same condition for each pair.
Example 4. For any given type 0 grammar G0 = (; N; P; S), the language
{1# · · · #k | k ¿ 2; i ∈ ( ∪ N )∗; i G0⇒ i+1; 1 = S; k ∈ ∗} (10)
of all valid derivations within G0 is a linear conjunctive language over the alphabet
∪N ∪{#} (it is assumed that # =∈∪N ).
A grammar similar to the one from Example 2 is used to cycle through all pairs
(i; i+1) and check the validity of each step of derivation using the grammar for
one-step derivations from Example 3.
The existence of the grammar mentioned in Example 4 easily implies the undecid-
ability of the emptiness problem for linear conjunctive grammars; the undecidability
of 6niteness and context-freeness immediately follows from this result. Universality,
equivalence, inclusion and regularity are already known to be undecidable for linear
context-free grammars.
Theorem 2. Emptiness, universality, 8niteness, regularity, context-freeness, equiva-
lence and inclusion are undecidable for linear conjunctive grammars.
2.3. Linear conjunctive grammars over unary alphabet
Every context-free language over a unary alphabet is known to be regular. Although
it is reasonable to conjecture that every conjunctive language over unary alphabet must
be regular as well [8], no proof of this fact has been devised so far.
However, a similar result, overlooked in [8], can be quite easily established for the
case of linear conjunctive grammars:
Theorem 3. Every linear conjunctive grammar over unary alphabet generates a reg-
ular language.
Proof. Let = {a} and let G=(; N; P; S) be a linear conjunctive grammar in the
linear normal form. Let N = {X1; : : : ; X|N |}, S =X1.
Consider the system of language equations over the basis of union, intersection and
concatenation [10] that corresponds to the grammar G:
Xi = aB11& · · ·&aB1m1&C11a& · · ·&C1n1a ∨ · · ·
∨aBk1& · · ·&aBkmk&Ck1a& · · ·&Cknk a
∨a (if Xi → a ∈ P)
∨ (if Xi = S and S →  ∈ P) (11)
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for all Xi ∈N . By results of [10], the least solution of system (11) is (LG(X1); : : : ; LG
(X|N |)); additionally, since (11) is a strict system, the solution is unique.
Since concatenation of strings over a unary alphabet is commutative and concatena-
tion with a singleton language is distributive over set-theoretic operations, system (11)
can be transformed to the following equivalent system:
Xi = a · (B11& · · ·&B1m1&C11& · · ·&C1n1 ∨ · · ·
∨Bk1& · · ·&Bkmk&Ck1& · · ·&Cknk )
∨a (if Xi → a ∈ P)
∨ (if Xi = S and S →  ∈ P) (12)
The systems of the form (12) were studied in [2] and proved to have a unique
solution—a vector comprised of regular languages. This proves that each nontermi-
nal of G generates a regular language.
Theorem 3 can also be proved by a direct construction of a 6nite automaton.
By Theorem 3, the language {an2 | n¿0} is not linear conjunctive, which has two
important implications. First, since this language is known to be deterministic context-
sensitive, the following is the case.
Corollary 1. The family of linear conjunctive languages is a proper subset of the
family of deterministic context-sensitive languages.
On the other hand, the language {an2} is easily shown to be an epsilon-free homo-
morphic image of the language from Example 2 (h(a)= a, h(b)= a), which implies
the following nonclosure result.
Corollary 2. The family of linear conjunctive languages is not closed under -free
homomorphism.
3. Set-theoretic operations
In this section we give constructive proofs that the family of linear conjunctive
languages is closed under all set-theoretic operations.
3.1. Union and intersection
While the family of linear context-free languages is closed under union and is not
closed under intersection, the language family generated by linear conjunctive grammars
is closed under both of these. Since the formalism of linear conjunctive grammars
provides explicit intersection and union operations, this closure is given by a natural
construction:
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Theorem 4. For any two given linear conjunctive grammars Gi =(; Ni; Pi; Si)
(i=1; 2), there exist linear conjunctive grammars for the languages L(G1)∪L(G2)
and L(G1)∩L(G2), and these grammars can be e<ectively constructed.
Proof. Assuming that N1 and N2, as well as P1 and P2, are disjoint, construct the
grammar G=(; N1 ∪N2 ∪{S}; P1 ∪P2 ∪P3; S), where S =∈N1 ∪N2 and P3 = {S→ S1;
S→ S2} for the case of union and P3 = {S→ S1&S2} for the case of intersection.
G is obviously linear, and it generates the required languages by Theorem 1.
3.2. Complement
Surprisingly, the family of linear conjunctive grammars turns out to be closed under
complement, and this closure is given by an eKective construction. Before presenting
the exact algorithmic way to construct a grammar for the complement of the language
generated by a given grammar, let us discuss the general idea behind the construction.
In a conjunctive grammar of the general form, a string w is generated by some
nonterminal A if and only if there is a rule
A→ s11 · · · s1n1& · · ·&sm1 : : : smnm (sij ∈  ∪ N ) (13)
in the grammar, such that for every i (16i6m) there is a factorization w= u1 : : : uni ,
where uj ∈L(sij) for all j (16j6ni).
By writing out a formal negation of this statement, we get that a string w is not
generated by some nonterminal A if and only if for every rule of form (13) there exists
some i (16i6m), such that for every factorization w= u1 : : : uni there is j (16j6ni),
for which uj =∈L(sij).
While those universal and existential quanti6ers in the latter statement that refer to
rules and conjuncts could be implemented by the means of set-theoretic intersection and
union (represented with conjunction of several strings in one rule and multiple rules for
one nonterminal, respectively), there is no obvious way to express within the formalism
of conjunctive grammars that some condition must hold for every factorization. That
is why no method to construct a direct negation of a given conjunctive grammar is
known, and it is conjectured [8] that the family of languages they generate is not closed
under complement.
However, the situation changes if we restrict ourselves to linear conjunctive gram-
mars. If a conjunct is of the form A→ uBv, where u; v∈∗, then there is no more
than one “meaningful” factorization of each string, because w∈L(uBv) if and only if
w= uxv for some x∈L(B); the same is true in respect to the conjuncts of the form
A→ u.
In light of this singularity the diKerence between the existential and the universal
quanti6er on factorizations vanishes. The aforementioned condition of a string being
derivable from a nonterminal can now be formulated in the following way: a string w
is generated by A if and only if either A→w∈P or there exists a rule of the form (6a),
such that for every ith conjunct A→ uiBivi it holds that w= uixvi for some x∈L(Bi).
Similarly, the condition of nonderivability can be reformulated as follows: a string w is
not generated by some nonterminal A if and only A→w =∈P and for every rule of the
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form (6a) there exists a number i (16i6m), such that either w cannot be represented
in the form ui ·∗ · vi or w= uixvi and x =∈L(Bi).
This condition turns out to be expressible in the terms of linear conjunctive
grammars. Let us develop an eKective method of constructing a linear conjunctive
grammar for the complement of the language generated by a given linear conjunctive
grammar.
Theorem 5. For any linear conjunctive language L⊆∗ the language ∗ \L is also
linear conjunctive, and given a linear conjunctive grammar G=(; N; P; S) for L, the
grammar for ∗ \L(G) can be e<ectively constructed.
Proof. Assume without loss of generality that the given grammar G=(; N; P; S) is
in the linear normal form. We construct the following linear conjunctive grammar:
G′ = (; NX ∪ NY ∪ NZ ∪ NU ∪ NV ∪ NW ; P′; S ′) (14a)
where
NX = {X¬A |A ∈ N}; (14b)
NY = {Y¬A→1&···&m |A→ 1& · · ·&m ∈ P}; (14c)
NZ = {Z¬a | a ∈ } ∪ {Z¬}; (14d)
NU = {U¬a+ | a ∈ }; (14e)
NV = {V¬+a | a ∈ }; (14f)
NW = {W}; (14g)
S ′ = X¬S (14h)
Before writing the actual set of rules P′ of the grammar G′, let us 6rst describe the
languages that the nonterminals of the new grammar are meant to generate.
For each nonterminal symbol A∈N of the original grammar, the nonterminal X¬A
generates the complement of LG(A), i.e. LG′(X¬A)=∗ \LG(A). For each rule A→ 1&
· · ·&m ∈P, the nonterminal Y¬A→ 1&···&m generates those and only those strings that
are not generated by this rule in the original grammar: LG′(Y¬A→ 1&···&m)=
∗ \
LG((1& · · ·&m)). For each terminal symbol a∈, the nonterminal Z¬a generates all
strings but the string a, while Z¬ generates +. For each a∈, the nonterminal U¬a+
generates all strings except those in a ·+, i.e. , all one-symbol strings and all strings
of the form bw (w∈+, b∈, b = a). Similarly, V¬+a generates all strings except
those that at the same time end with a and are at least two symbols long. Finally, the
nonterminal W generates ∗.
Now let us construct P′, the set of rules of the new grammar:
• For each nonterminal A∈N of the original grammar, if there are no rules for A in
P, then P′ contains the following single rule for X¬A:
X¬A → W (15a)
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Otherwise, if P contains some rules for A, let {A→A1; : : : ; A→Am} denote all these
rules. Then the new grammar contains the following rule for X¬A:
X¬A→Y¬A→A1& · · ·&Y¬A→Am (15b)
• For each rule A→ bB1& · · ·&bBm&C1c& · · ·&Cnc∈P (m + n¿1) of the original
grammar, the new grammar contains the following rules:
Y¬A→bB1&···&bBm&C1c&···&Cnc → U¬b+ (if m ¿ 0) (16a)
Y¬A→bB1&···&bBm&C1c&···&Cnc → V¬+c (if n ¿ 0) (16b)
Y¬A→bB1&···&bBm&C1c&···&Cnc → bX¬Bi (for all i ∈ {1; : : : ; m}) (16c)
Y¬A→bB1&···&bBm&C1c&···&Cnc → X¬Cjc (for all j ∈ {1; : : : ; n}) (16d)
• For each rule A→ a∈P of the original grammar, the new grammar has the rule
Y¬A→a → Z¬a (17)
• If the original grammar contains the rule S→ , then there is a rule
Y¬S→ → Z¬ (18)
• The languages generated by the nonterminals from NZ ∪NU ∪NV ∪NW are all regular
and thus linear conjunctive; writing the rules for them does not pose any diJculty.
It remains to prove the correctness of our construction. Let us denote the set {w |w∈
∗; |w|6n} as 6n, and let us call two languages L1 and L2 equal modulo the
language L, denoted as L1=L2(mod L), if L1 ∩L=L2 ∩L.
Now we claim that for every number n¿1 and for every nonterminal A∈N , LG(A)
=∗\LG′(X¬A) (mod6n). The proof is an induction on n.
Basis n=1: Let w∈{}∪ and let A∈N . Due to G’s being in the linear normal
form, w∈LG(A) if and only if A→w∈P (which is either S→  or A→ a).
Let A→w∈P. Then Y¬A→w does not generate w, because the only rule for Y¬A→w
is Y¬A→w→Z¬w. Therefore, the only rule (15b) for the nonterminal X¬A contains a
conjunct X¬A→Y¬A→w ∈ conjuncts(P′) that does not generate the string w, and hence
w =∈LG′(X¬A).
Now let A→w =∈P. This means that all rules for A are either of the form
A→ bB1& · · ·&bBm&C1c& · · ·&Cnc ∈ P (m+ n¿ 1) (19a)
or of the form
A→ u (u ∈ {} ∪ ; u = w) (19b)
For each rule of the form (19a) the corresponding nonterminal
Y¬A→bB1&···&bBm&C1c&···&Cnc has at least one of rules (16a) and (16b) and consequently
generates w. The same holds in respect to each rule of the form (19b): if u= a∈,
then the nonterminal Y¬A→a has rule (17), which can generate any string except a, and
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consequently the string w; similarly, if u=  and A= S, then the nonterminal Y¬S→
has rule (18) that generates anything except , and thus w.
As we have shown, for any rule A→A∈P for A∈N , the corresponding nonterminal
Y¬A→A generates w. Now, if there is at least one rule for A in P, then every conjunct
of rule (15b) for the nonterminal X¬A generates w and thus w∈LG′(X¬A); if there are
no rules for A in P, then w can be derived from X¬A using rule (15a).
Induction step: Let n¿ 2 and assume LG(A)=∗ \ LG′(X¬A) (mod6n−1) for all
A ∈ N . Consider an arbitrary nonterminal A∈N and an arbitrary string w∈n. Denote
w= bxc, where b; c∈ and x∈n−2.
Let us 6rst consider the case when there are some rules for A in the original grammar.
The string w is in LG(A) if and only if there is some rule
A→ bB1& · · ·&bBm&C1c& · · ·&Cnc ∈ P (m+ n¿ 1); (20)
such that there exist derivations
Bi
G⇒· · · G⇒ xc (for all i: 16 i 6 m) (21a)
Cj
G⇒· · · G⇒ bx (for all j: 16 j 6 n) (21b)
By induction hypothesis, (21) holds if and only if for some rule (20)
xc =∈ LG′(X¬Bi) (for all i: 16 i 6 m) (22a)
bx =∈ LG′(X¬Cj) (for all j: 16 j 6 n) (22b)
Now let us see that Y¬A→bB1&···&bBm&C1c&···&Cnc does not generate w if and only if
(22) is the case. Indeed, if we assume (22), then none of rules (16) derive w= bxc:
(16a) cannot derive the string because it starts with b and is at least two symbols long,
(16b) does not derive it because it ends with c, and the rules of the form (16c) and
(16d) are of no use due to (22).
If (22) is untrue, then xc is in LG′(X¬Bi) for some i (or bx is in LG′(X¬Cj) for some
j), and hence by one of the rules
Y¬A→bB1&···&bBm&C1c&···&Cnc → bX¬Bi (23a)
Y¬A→bB1&···&bBm&C1c&···&Cnc → X¬Cjc (23b)
the nonterminal Y¬A→bB1&···&bBm&C1c&···&Cnc derives w.
Putting together the results we have established so far, w∈LG(A) if and only if there
exists a rule (20) of the original grammar, such that
w =∈ LG′(Y¬A→bB1&···&bBm&C1c&···&Cnc): (24)
Since (15b) is the only rule for X¬A, this means that some conjunct of rule (15b) does
not derive w, which is in turn equivalent to w =∈LG′(X¬A).
Turning to the second case, if there are no rules for A in P, then the nonterminal
X¬A has rule (15a), which can generate any string. Thus w∈LG′(X¬A) and w =∈LG(A).
We conclude that w∈LG(A) if and only if w =∈LG′(X¬A), which, due to the arbi-
trariness of the choice of A and w, proves the induction step.
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It follows that for each A∈N the languages LG(A) and ∗ \LG′(X¬A) coincide, and
hence L(G)=∗ \ L(G′), which completes the proof.
Corollary 3. The family of linear conjunctive languages is closed under complement.
Let us give an example of this construction. Consider the linear conjunctive grammar
for the language L= {wcw |w∈{a; b}∗} from Example 1. After converting it to linear
normal form using the method given in [8] we obtain the following equivalent grammar:
S→Da&aA&aK | Db&aA&aK | Ea&bB&bK | Eb&bB&bK | c
C→Da | Db | Ea | Eb | c
D→ aC
E→ bC
K→ aA&aK | bB&bK | cR | c
A→ aI | aJ | bI | bJ | Fa
I→Aa
J→Ab
B→ aM | aN | bM | bN | Fb
M→Ba
N→Bb
R→ aR | bR | a | b
F→ cR | c
In accordance with Theorem 5, we construct the following grammar for the comple-
ment of L:
X¬S →Y¬S→Da&aA&aK&Y¬S→Db&aA&aK&Y¬S→ Ea&bB&bK&Y¬S→Eb&bB&bK&Y¬S→c
Y¬S→Da&aA&aK →U¬a+ | V¬+a | X¬Da | aX¬A | aX¬K
Y¬S→Db&aA&aK →U¬a+ | V¬+b | X¬Db | aX¬A | aX¬K
Y¬S→Ea&bB&bK →U¬b+ | V¬+a | X¬Ea | bX¬B | bX¬K
Y¬S→Eb&bB&bK →U¬b+ | V¬+b | X¬Eb | bX¬B | bX¬K
Y¬S→ c→Z¬c
X¬C →Y¬C→Da&Y¬C→Db&Y¬C→Ea&Y¬C→Eb&Y¬C→c
Y¬C→Da→V¬+a | X¬Da
Y¬C→Db→V¬+b | X¬Db
Y¬C→ Ea→V¬+a | X¬Ea
Y¬C→ Eb→V¬+b | X¬Eb
Y¬C→ c→Z¬c
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X¬D→Y¬D→ aC
Y¬D→ aC →U¬a+ | aX¬C
X¬E→Y¬E→ bC
Y¬E→ bC →U¬b+ | bX¬C
X¬K →Y¬K→ aA&aK&YK→ bB&bK&YK→ cR&YK→ c
Y¬K→ aA&aK →U¬a+ | aX¬A | aX¬K
Y¬K→ bB&bK →U¬b+ | bX¬B | bX¬K
Y¬K→ cR→U¬c+ | cX¬R
Y¬K→ c→Z¬c
X¬A→Y¬A→ aI&Y¬A→ aJ&Y¬A→ bI&Y¬A→ bJ&Y¬A→ Fa
Y¬A→ aI →U¬a+ | aX¬I
Y¬A→ aJ →U¬a+ | aX¬J
Y¬A→ bI →U¬b+ | bX¬I
Y¬A→ bJ →U¬b+ | bX¬J
Y¬A→ Fa→V¬+a | X¬Fa
X¬I →Y¬I → Aa
Y¬I → Aa→V¬+a | X¬Aa
X¬J →Y¬J → Ab
Y¬J → Ab→V¬+b | X¬Ab
X¬B→Y¬B→ aM&Y¬B→ aN&Y¬B→ bM&Y¬B→ bN&Y¬B→ Fb
Y¬B→ aM →U¬a+ | aX¬M
Y¬B→ aN →U¬a+ | aX¬N
Y¬B→ bM →U¬b+ | bX¬M
Y¬B→ bN →U¬b+ | bX¬N
Y¬B→ Fb→V¬+b | X¬Fb
X¬M →Y¬M → Ba
Y¬M → Ba→V¬+a | X¬Ba
X¬N →Y¬N → Bb
Y¬N → Bb→V¬+b | X¬Bb
X¬R→Y¬R→ aR&Y¬R→ bR&Y¬R→ a&Y¬R→ b
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Y¬R→ aR→U¬a+ | aX¬R
Y¬R→ bR→U¬b+ | bX¬R
Y¬R→ a→Z¬a
Y¬R→ b→Z¬b
X¬F →Y¬F→ cR&Y¬F→ c
Y¬F→ cR→U¬c+ | cX¬R
Y¬F→ c→Z¬c
Z¬a→  | bW | cW | aaW | abW | acW
Z¬b→  | aW | cW | baW | bbW | bcW
Z¬c→  | aW | bW | caW | cbW | ccW
Z¬→ aW | bW | cW
U¬a+ →  | a | bW | cW
U¬b+ →  | aW | b | cW
U¬c+ →  | aW | bW | c
V¬+a→  | a | Wb | Wc
V¬+b→  | Wa | b | Wc
V¬+c→  | Wa | Wb | c
W → aW | bW | cW | 
This grammar generates exactly ∗ \ L by Theorem 5. In addition, this assertion has
been veri6ed using the parser generator [14].
4. Concatenation
4.1. Concatenation with regular languages
The following closure result is exactly the same as in the linear context-free
case.
Theorem 6. The family of linear conjunctive languages is closed under left- and right-
concatenation with regular languages.
Proof. This result is established by a straightforward construction. Let LLin&⊆∗ be
a linear conjunctive language and let LReg⊆∗ be regular; we construct a linear con-
junctive grammar for LLin& · LReg.
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Let G1 = (; N1; P1; S1) be a linear conjunctive grammar for LLin& and let G2 = (; N2;
P2; S2) be a left-linear grammar for LReg. Assume without loss of generality that the
sets N1 and N2 are disjoint, and construct the grammar
G = (; N1 ∪ N2; P1 ∪ P′2 ∪ P′′2 ; S2) (25a)
where
P′2 = {A→ Ba |A; B ∈ N2; a ∈ ; A→ Ba ∈ P2} (25b)
P′′2 = {A→ S1v |A ∈ N2; v ∈ ∗; A→ v ∈ P2} (25c)
Now, if some string w is in L(G), then there is a derivation
S2 ⇒ (A1a1)⇒ ((A2a2)a1)⇒ : : :⇒ (((Anan) : : : a2)a1)⇒
((((S1v)an) : : : a2)a1)⇒ · · · ⇒ ((((uv)an) : : : a2)a1)⇒ · · · ⇒ uvan : : : a2a1 = w;
(26)
such that u∈L(G1) and van : : : a2a1 ∈L(G2). The converse, that x∈L(G1) and y∈L(G2)
imply xy∈L(G), is based upon the factorization y= van : : : a2a1 and a similar argu-
ment.
The formal proof of both facts is a trivial induction on the number of applications
of rules from P2; it is omitted. The case of LReg ·LLin& is handled in a similar manner.
4.2. Concatenation over disjoint alphabets
The family of linear context-free languages is not closed under concatenation, and the
case of two languages over disjoint alphabets does not constitute an exception from this
rule. By the iteration theorem for linear context-free languages it is easy to prove that
the contatenation of two linear context-free languages L= {ambm |m¿0} · {cndn | n¿0}
is not linear context-free itself.
However, the languages generated by linear conjunctive grammars are closed under
this speci6c case of concatenation:
Theorem 7. For any two given linear conjunctive languages L1; L2 over disjoint al-
phabets 1 and 2, the language L1 ·L2 is also linear conjunctive.
Proof. The argument is quite straightforward: it suJces to represent the concatenation
of L1 and L2 as
L = L1 · ∗2 ∩ ∗1 · L2; (27)
where the languages L1 ·∗2 and ∗1 ·L2 are linear conjunctive by Theorem 6 and their
intersection is linear conjunctive by Theorem 4.
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4.3. Concatenation through a center marker
Let  be a 6nite nonempty alphabet, and let c be a symbol not in . Given two
languages L1; L2 over , let us call the language {w1cw2 |wi ∈Li}=L1 · c ·L2 the con-
catenation of L1 and L2 through the center marker c.
As in the previous case, it is clear that linear context-free languages are not closed
under this operation: the language {ambm |m¿0} · c · {anbn | n¿0} provides an obvious
counterexample. In fact, the following criterion of linear context-freeness of a language
of the form L1cL2 is known [5].
Theorem 8 (Greibach [5]). L1cL2 is linear context-free if and only if L1 and L2 are
linear context-free and either L1 or L2 is regular.
This is not the case for linear conjunctive grammars. On the contrary, for every pair
of linear conjunctive languages over , their concatenation through a center marker
not in  can be proved to be linear conjunctive as well:
Theorem 9. Let L1 and L2 be linear conjunctive languages over an alphabet , and
let c =∈. Then the language L1cL2 is a linear conjunctive language.
Proof. The proof is similar to the proof of Theorem 7: we represent L1cL2 as
L = L1 · c · ∗ ∩ ∗ · c · L2; (28)
where each of the sets being intersected is a linear conjunctive language by Theorem
6, and the rest follows from Theorem 4.
4.4. More general concatenation
The constructions given in Theorems 7 and 9 have one thing in common. In both
cases, the boundary between the substring from the 6rst language and the substring from
the second language is clearly distinguishable, which allows to simulate concatenation
by the means of intersection and concatenation with regular languages. This technique
can be generalized in the following way:
Theorem 10. Let L1 and L2 be linear conjunctive languages over an alphabet . If
there exist L′1; L
′
2⊆∗, regular cover languages for Li (i.e., Li⊆L′i), such that every
string w in ∗ has at most one factorization of the form w= u1 · u2 (ui ∈L′i), then
the language L1 ·L2 is linear conjunctive.
Proof. The languages L1 ·L′2 and L′1 ·L2 are linear conjunctive by Theorem 6, and
therefore their intersection is also a linear conjunctive language. It is easily seen that
this intersection equals the concatenation of L1 and L2:
L1 · L2 = L′1 · L2 ∩ L1 · L′2: (29)
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The “⊆” inclusion is trivial, since L′i are cover languages for Li and thus L1 ·L2 is
at the same time a subset of L′1 ∩L2 and of L1 ·L′2.
In order to prove “⊇”, we consider some string w in L′1 ·L2 ∩L1 ·L′2; this implies that
there exist factorizations w= u1u2 and w= v1v2, such that u1 ∈L′1, u2 ∈L2, v1 ∈L1 and
v2 ∈L′2. Since L′i are cover languages, u2 ∈L′2, v1 ∈L′1 and, therefore, by the uniqueness
of factorization of w into substrings from L′1 and L
′
2, it follows that u1 = v1 and u2 = v2.
This allows to represent w as v1 · u2 ∈L1 ·L2, which completes the proof.
The regular cover languages L′1 and L
′
2 used in Theorem 10 represent 6nite automata
that recognize the middle between the substrings from the left and from the right,
respectively. The condition of unique factorization imposed on these languages ensures
that this middle can always be uniquely determined from both sides.
It could be conjectured that in the case of two nonregular linear conjunctive lan-
guages L1 and L2, such that there is no 6nite-automaton way to recognize the boundary
between two substrings, the concatenation L1 ·L2 is not necessarily a linear conjunctive
language, or perhaps is never linear conjunctive.
One possible candidate for not being linear conjunctive is the language,
{ambm+nan |m; n¿ 1} = {ambm |m¿ 1} · {bnan | n¿ 1}; (30)
in which the middle between two nonregular components is lost within the substring
of bs of unbounded length.
Conjecture 1. The language {ambm+nan |m; n¿1} is not linear conjunctive. The family
of linear conjunctive languages is not closed under concatenation.
5. Quotient
Right- and left-quotient are inverse operations to right- and left-concatenation:
L1 · L−12 = {u | uv ∈ L1 for some v ∈ L2}; (31a)
L−11 · L2 = {v | uv ∈ L2 for some u ∈ L1}: (31b)
Neither linear context-free nor general context-free languages are closed under quo-
tient, yet both families are known to be closed under quotient with regular languages.
5.1. Quotient with regular languages
The family of linear conjunctive languages is not closed under quotient with regular
languages, because the following representation theorem holds:
Theorem 11. Every recursively enumerable set can be represented in the form L−1Reg ·
LLin&, where LLin& is a linear conjunctive language and LReg is a regular language.
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Proof. Let G0 = (; N; P; S) be an arbitrary Type 0 grammar. Let L be the language
of all successful derivations in this grammar discussed in Example 4.
Consider the language
L′ = {d(w)# #w |d(w) ∈ L is a derivation of w} (32)
It is obviously linear conjunctive, because it can be represented as
L′ = (L · # #∗) ∩ (( ∪ N ∪ {#})∗ · # · {w# #w |w ∈ ∗}); (33)
where the language {w##w |w∈∗} is generated by a slight variation of the grammar
from Example 1, and all operations—namely, concatenation with regular languages and
intersection—preserve conjunctive linearity.
Let LReg = ((∪N )#∪ (∪N ))∗ · {##}. Now it is possible to represent L(G0) as
L−1Reg ·L′.
Corollary 4. The family of linear conjunctive languages is not closed under quotient
with regular languages.
5.2. Quotient with 8nite languages
The family of linear context free languages is known to be closed under quotient
with 6nite languages; a similar result holds in respect to linear conjunctive languages.
First we prove that the language family generated by linear conjunctive grammars
is closed under quotient with {a} (this operation is sometimes called derivative).
Lemma 1. For any alphabet , for any linear conjunctive language L over  and for
any terminal symbol a∈, the languages L·{a}−1 and {a}−1 ·L are linear conjunctive.
Moreover, given the symbol a and a grammar for L, the grammars for L · {a}−1
and {a}−1 · L can be e<ectively constructed.
Proof. The argument is again a direct construction. Let G=(; N; P; S) be an arbitrary
linear conjunctive grammar in the linear normal form, let d∈. We construct a gram-
mar for the language L(G) · {d}−1 (right quotient); the case of left quotient is handled
in the same way.
Let N ′= {A′ |A∈N} be a copy of N . De6ne a new grammar G′=(; N ∪N ′; P ∪
P′; S ′), where P′ consists of the following rules:
• For each rule A→ bB1& · · ·&bBm&C1c& · · ·&Cnc∈P (m+ n¿1), such that c=d,
the set P′ contains the rule
A′ → bB′1& · · ·&bB′m&C1& · · ·&Cn: (34)
• For each rule A→ a∈P, such that a=d, the new grammar has the rule
A′ → : (35)
Claim 1. For each nonterminal A∈N , LG(A)=LG′(A).
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Every derivation valid in G is valid in G′ as well, and thus LG(A)⊆LG′(A). On the
other hand, the bodies of rules for nonterminals from N in the grammar G′ do not
contain any nonterminals not in N , and therefore each valid derivation from A∈N in
G′ is also valid in G.
Claim 2. For each nonterminal A∈N , LG′(A′)⊆LG(A) · {d}−1.
Let w∈∗ be an arbitrary string, such that A′G
′
⇒∗w. By induction on the length l of
the shortest derivation of w from A′, let us prove that wd∈LG(A).
Basis: l=2. A′ G
′
⇒ (w) G
′
⇒w. This implies that w=  and A′→ ∈P′. By the construc-
tion of P′, A→d∈P and therefore wd=d∈LG(A).
Induction step: Let w be derivable from A′ in l¿2 steps. Then the derivation begins
with an application of a rule of type (34) and thus is of the form
A′ G
′
⇒ (bB′1& · · ·&bB′m&C1& · · ·&Cn) G
′
⇒ : : : G
′
⇒w: (36)
Let w= au (a∈, u∈∗). If follows from (36) that a= b, u is derivable from each
B′i in less than l steps and w∈LG′(Cj) for all j.
(1) By the induction hypothesis, ud∈LG(Bi) and therefore w= bud∈LG(bBi) for all i.
(2) By Claim 1, w∈LG(Cj), and accordingly wd=wc∈LG(Cjc) for all j.
(3) By the construction of P′, the existence of rule (34) implies that A→ bB1& · · ·&
bBm&C1c& · · ·&Cnc∈P.
Together, these three results allow to derive the string wd from A using the rules from
P, which completes the proof of induction step.
Finally, if wd∈LG(A), then w∈LG(A) · {d}−1.
Claim 3. For each nonterminal A∈N , LG(A) · {d}−1⊆LG′(A′).
Let w∈LG(A) ·{d}−1, then wd∈LG(A). Let us prove that w∈LG′(A′); the argument
is an induction on the length of w.
Basis: |w|=0. If w=  and thus d∈LG(A), then A→d∈P. Consequently A′→∈P′,
and w∈LG′(A′).
Induction step: If wd∈LG(A), then there exists a rule
A→ bB1& · · ·&bBm&C1c& · · ·&Cnc ∈ P (37)
such that w= bu, d= c, ud∈LG(Bi) for all i and w∈LG(Cj) for all j.
(1) By the induction hypothesis, u∈LG′(B′i) and therefore w= bu∈LG(bB′i) for all i.
(2) By Claim 1, w∈LG′(Cj).
(3) Since rule (37) is in P, the corresponding rule of the form (34) must be in P′.
This gives a way to construct a derivation of w from A′ in the grammar G′.
It follows that LG′(A′)=LG(A) · {d}−1 for each nonterminal A∈N , and therefore
L(G′)=L(G) · {d}−1.
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Theorem 12. For any alphabet , for any linear conjunctive language L ⊆ ∗ and
for any 8nite language Lf = {u1; : : : ; un} (ui ∈∗), the languages L · L−1f and L−1f · L
are linear conjunctive.
Given a grammar for L and the list of strings in Lf, the grammars for L ·L−1f and
L−1f · L can be e<ectively constructed.
The construction straightforwardly follows from Lemma 1 (quotient with a single
symbol) and Theorem 4 (union) and is omitted.
Corollary 5. The family of linear conjunctive languages is closed under quotient with
8nite languages.
6. Conclusion
We have investigated some of the closure properties of the languages generated
by linear conjunctive grammars. While the nonclosure under -free homomorphism
and quotient with regular languages, given the generative power of linear conjunctive
grammars, was a natural thing to suppose, the closure under complement came quite
unexpected.
The proofs of all positive closure results are constructive; in particular, there is an
algorithm to construct a linear conjunctive grammar for the complement of the language
generated by a given linear conjunctive grammar. This shows that linear conjunctive
grammars constitute an unexpected solution to the practical problem discussed in [11],
in which grammars for complements of languages are used for so-called computing by
carving.
Although some closure properties of linear conjunctive languages—most importantly,
the general case of concatenation—remain open, the positive results of this paper (the
closure under complement, miscellaneous closure results under restricted forms of con-
catenation and the closure under quotient with 6nite languages) raise our estimation
of the generative power of linear conjunctive grammars, and, especially considering
the eKectiveness of all given constructions, could prove useful for practical use of the
concept.
While it is still an open problem whether conjunctive grammars of general form
have greater generative power than linear conjunctive grammars, and whether there are
context-free languages that linear conjunctive grammars cannot describe, the 6ndings of
this paper allow to conclude that the language family generated by linear conjunctive
grammars is located strictly between linear context-free languages and deterministic
context-sensitive languages.
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